
 

This is a story about the SS ELEVEN.   

These brave few volunteered for this mission.  

Together they navigated  
the never ending sea  

of readings and projects.   

They supported each other  
when times were tough. 

 By commenting on each others stuff.  
Primarily because we had to 

 as it was part of the never ending list 
that was rough 

 
Ironically we know little about each other 

although we spend hours together regularly. 
 

Occasionally we communicate  
via email at 2 am. 

Which sounds very personal and that we 
must be tight  

if we communicate that late at night. 

However our fragmented emails and 
attached assignments are just examples of 
how our communication skills have failed. 

Our 2am conversations are not magical or 
inspirational they are all about the 

assignments due before the next nightfall. 

Sadly this is the extent of our bond  
since we are too busy creating  

standard connected  
technologically integrated   

literacy strategic  
lesson plans 

 

Our secret one, has to put up with our 
ridiculousness every Tuesday  

She will probably runaway  
the second she sees us in the hallway 

someday 

Although we finish part of our mission soon 
we are only 1/3rd  and 2/5th and well 

who knows how long of the way through 
 

I would not change a single thing and I am 
grateful for the craziness that has ensued.   

 
So I bid adue but only for a day or two since 

this craziness continues in January too. 
 

 

 

Reasons why school makes people crazy 

And  

Why people bond   

  

This article is a report of a study where psychologist put students 
under situations where they caused the students to feel extreme 

anxiety in order to prove that a person can go mad from external 
stresses and it is not necessarily all a problem with brain chemicals.  

 

http://www.apa.org/monitor/nov02/gomad.aspx 

 

This article is all about what makes people bond, of course this is a bit 
of tongue and check since the items listed in this article we were not 

able to do because of the homework we had this semester.    

http://www.lifeoptimizer.org/2010/02/11/building-relationships/ 


